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very rapid social, political and environmental change, where the difference between
individual forms of reflection on that culture (including those of the anthropologist)
may be worthy of greater consideration. At one point, Kirsch suggests that the
Yonggom/Muyu ‘analysis’ of environmental change as a form of social change is
typically ‘Melanesian’ (p. 187), but this only displaces the problem of essentialism to a
larger scale. And even if we grant the assertion that local (or regional) ‘cultures’ can
encompass understandings of global problems, like the social and environmental
impact of large-scale mining operations, what are the alternative forms of ‘non-
indigenous analysis’ whose validity is thereby challenged?
It is not clear in this case whether Kirsch is taking issue with explanations offered
by other anthropologists who have failed to appreciate the virtues of reversal or
whether he is wanting to make a case for the singular contribution of the
anthropologist to political debates that include all kinds of other actors, including
indigenous people themselves. In sum, this is a fine piece of ethnogrpahy that raises
more questions than it answers.
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Civil war in Sri Lanka is heavily overdetermined by the ethnic conflict between the
majority Sinhalese and the next largest ethnic group, the Tamil. At its core has been
the demand for a separate Tamil state in the zones of Tamil numerical dominance in
the north and east of the country. Between the north and the east, however,
significant differences attach to both the ethnic composition of the population, as
well as to the distinctive nature of Tamil social organisation and caste composition.
Put crudely, where the north (‘Jaffna Tamil’) is heavily patrilineal, the east
(‘Batticaloa Tamil’) is matrilineal. Where in the north the Velalar is the dominant
land-owning caste, in the east it is mainly the Mukkuvar. Finally, Islam is extensively
practised throughout the entire eastern region. Describing the features of east coast
Tamil and Muslim social organisation is the principal object of this book.
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In 1990, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) forcibly expelled the
minority Tamil-speaking Muslim population from their areas of control in the north
and north-west of the country, displacing approximately 100,000 people. ‘Ethnic
cleansing’ did not happen in the east largely because of the number and spread of
Muslim communities. Nevertheless, atrocities occurred. This aspect of TamilMuslim
conflict, and indeed of the civil war more broadly, has been and continues to be
critically important. It combines with the social differences between Jaffna and
Batticaloa Tamils to divide the two broad geographical sections of any possible
separate Tamil State in Sri Lanka, thereby highlighting a failure by both the Tamil
separatists and the Sinhalese State to embrace minorities in their respective and
competing national projects.
Thus, calling a book about Tamil and Muslim social organisation on Sri Lanka’s
east coast Crucible of Conflict is not merely stylistic. McGilvray highlights the region’s
distinctiveness and thus exposes both the fundamental flaw in Tamil nationalist
aspirations and, with this, the means by which the Sinhalese State has been able to
pursue an effective counterinsurgency strategy of fragmenting Tamil militant forces.
Ostensibly, though, this is a book about social organisation in the east with a main
focus on the town of Akkaraipattu, where McGilvray conducted PhD fieldwork in the
early 1970s. The book revises the thesis and, to some extent, updates it. Old and
almost forgotten anthropological concerns, such as the applicability of Dumont’s
theory of caste purity or Marriot’s discussion of substance-code and caste ranking,
remain and tend to push the impact of war into the background.
Matriliny among east coast Tamils places them in a tiny group in the world of
South Asian caste orders and, more narrowly, Dravidian kinship. Arguably the most
famous members of this group from an anthropological point of view are the Nayars
of Kerala, whose marriage practices and social organisation historically underlined
their local dominance, as well as their global articulation as warrior traders in a zone
where the global spice trade has been a profound influence. Why Sri Lanka’s eastern
Tamils are matrilineal remains a mystery, because the area never occupied the same
geopolitical niche and because the matrilineal groups*very loosely clans (kuti)*did
not display anything like the corporate structure of the Nayar taravad. Typically, the
speculation is that a migration from Kerala occurred at some point. McGilvray
entertains this and other notions, but quite rightly declines to make a definitive
statement. Instead, he shows how participation in local regional temples is central to
the arrangement of the matriclans (kutis) and castes, and that temples, kutis and
castes were important in different ways for land holdings and dowries in an area
where paddy cultivation predominated.
However, set against the Nayars, Sri Lankan east coast Tamil matriliny is loose or at
least enmeshed in the cycles of modernity that led to greater fragmentation of
extended kin networks. This was evident in 1970. It is now even more evident on
account of war and the associated human dislocation, especially of young men and
women. Through large sections of the book, however, the war is the elephant in the
room, suspended from view in order to depict the subtleties of descent and filiation
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and the ways people thought about caste and relative status. McGilvray certainly has
the benefit of 30 years knowledge. However, I found myself willing him to stop
exploring old concerns about social structure and truly bring his knowledge to bear
on more current issues, like a quarter of a century of war. There is some discussion,
but it is reserved for the end of the book and I found it naı¨ve.
And yet this book is important. The east coast Muslims also practise the loose form
of matriliny, making them one of an even smaller grouping of matrilineal Muslims in
the world. What McGilvray shows is that on this, and several other scores, the cultural
differences between Tamils and Muslims are few. They do not occupy specific areas in
the district so much as wards in the towns, and even areas in a village, which combine
to form an uneven patchwork of caste, religious community and kuti. Although
violence between Muslims and Tamils since 1985 has served to strengthen the borders
between groups (prompting, for example, a northsouth divide in Akkaraipattu not
evident in the 1970s), the nature of articulations fragments any possible notion of
partition.
In early 1985, the Government of Sri Lanka deployed police paramilitaries known
as the Special Task Force (STF) as their main weapon against Tamil separatists in the
east of the country. The STF had training from both the Israeli secret service and ex-
British SAS mercenaries. Conflict between Tamils and Muslims was deliberately
provoked and went on to influence the Tamil separatist struggle. Indeed, I would say
that it provoked the subsequent brutal expulsion of Muslims by the LTTE in the areas
of their control, as well as the atrocities they committed in Batticaloa. This is not an
opinion intended to assuage the LTTE’s responsibility. Rather, it is intended as a
statement about the nature of counterinsurgency. I have no doubt that future
histories of the Sri Lankan civil war will highlight the significance of these events. As
this occurs, I earnestly hope McGilvray will examine them more than he has done
here.
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Beginning in 19902, Fiona Magowan recorded and documented the musical life of the
Yolngu people in Australia’s north-eastern Arnhem Land over a decade. Her rich 1994
PhD thesis focused on the form and meaning of Yolngu women’s music in ancestral and
Christian genres, and the structuring of gender relations in music performance. In
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